Curator and Supervisor: Yoong Wah Alex Wong


VA434/534 – 3D Animation:
International Screening:

https://www.festanca.sk/2020/

Bizarre Bazaar (3D Animation)

Feeling pleasure, relief or gratification while stealing is an unacceptable and false behavior that needs to be corrected and mediated, whether it is material, emotional, political, identity or time theivery. Bizarre Bazaar is a fictional short animated film depicted the reality in contrast where a boy finds himself in a fantasy and colorful street, greeted by peculiar cat sellers. The boy is anxious as he explores the glitzy surrounding. He finds himself irresistible from the opulent eggs and steal one from the store. Fragmented reality and uncertainty of oneself occurs as the boy finds himself in limbo, because he is unassured of his own being and existence in the deviant realm as his suspicious and temptation of stealing grew. The moment he resisted these alluring temptation, he ascertain his presence stature again. Offentimes human being were lost and fantasies to live in dreamscape, to escape from the reality in contrast that we must all confront.

Supervised By: Yoong Wah Alex Wong.

Script By: Seham Hakmi, Deniz Naz Bayram, Adnan Burak Ayaz, İrem Efe, Berk Canli.


Character Modeling: Deniz Naz Bayram, Adnan Burak Ayaz, Seham Hakmi, Berk Canli, Umut Can Özben.


Motion Graphics: Mine Gündüz, Pelin Maravent, Gülşah Cansever.

Lighting, Rendering and Editing: Yoong Wah Alex Wong.

Animation link: https://youtu.be/oJHlk4FL8vw
Yağız İsmet Uğur / Mystic Run.

Video link: https://youtu.be/ZsaiDZ8M3u0
VA433/529 – 3D Modeling:

Natan Süslü

Naz Kirelli
National Screening:

16 April 2020: “Seul(e)” by Nazif Can Akçalı - 3rd Place Winner, 12th Roffe International Rotary Short Film Festival. Experimental Category Finalist. Ankara, Turkey.

http://www.roffife.org/tr/haber-detay/12-roffife-de-odul-alanlar-belli-oldu

International Screening:

28-30 May 2020: “Seul(e)” by Nazif Can Akçalı, ALC Video Art Festival, at Museum of Contemporary Art of Alicante, Spain. This experimental video art project is added to Las Cigarreras Cultural Center’s Video Art collection.

https://alcvideoartfestival.pb.studio/alcvideoartfestivalonline
Letters and Days
Ece Naz Çelik

Video link: https://youtu.be/qn1awRYIsy0

Space is the Place
Sina Barlas

Video link: https://youtu.be/U2sy6AgkBU
"Place connects characters to a collective and personal past, and so, place is the emotional center of a story." — John O'Brian, The Art That Tells The Truth

Spaces we link in witness everything we experience. What would happen if they had memories of everything they witness?

In this short film, the location is not only a background setting for the story but a character that sees, hears and witnesses the incidents.

Beril Ece Guler / I've Seen It All.

Video link: https://youtu.be/TN_MtZjucl

Asli Sinem Basar / POP!
How many of us can tell the time when they buy their lighter? How many of us can tell, actually, we didn’t understand how we are ending up with countless numbers of lighters and? Sometimes eating up, sometimes eating up, with no reason.

At any point, the replacements that makes place in our life, insted of nasality and the replacements, cause simultaneous losses that we can’t realize. And a lighter’s journey is just one of them.

Illyda Karagöz / The Vanishing Lighter.

Endless Cycle

Elif Rahmiye Külünk / Endless Cycle.
VA440/548 – Motion Graphics and Art:

Seham Hakmi / The Knife of Never Letting Go.

Video link: https://youtu.be/wPKDXdUO5Nc

Sina Barlas / Hour for Magic.

Video link: https://youtu.be/wPvMDSPp_TQ
İlayda Karagöz / Fringe.


Berna Yıldız / Japanese Ama Diver.

*Video link:* [https://youtu.be/FO3R415z_Jc](https://youtu.be/FO3R415z_Jc)
**Seham Hakmi / The Shape We Live In.**

*Video link:* [https://youtu.be/2jkis9l1olI](https://youtu.be/2jkis9l1olI)

**Alara Dalgic / Your Life, Your Choice.**

*Video link:* [https://youtu.be/TDVgLsF_dbU](https://youtu.be/TDVgLsF_dbU)
Man are watching women

Video link: https://youtu.be/daVSBdizTWg

RANDOM THOUGHTS

Video link: https://youtu.be/HJ3ID3OuJA
Hazal Bağcı / Dizlerimiz Kanart.

Video link: https://youtu.be/DKMb5pWqyA8

İlayda Karagöz / Days Gone By.

Video link: https://youtu.be/SCJfm2QZaAY
Zuhal Uz / Karanfil Kız.

Video link: https://youtu.be/ab7bPxlsWyk

Nagihan Aydınlık / Healing Magic.

Video link: https://youtu.be/tXkU87SZQNk
Ece Tarhan / Evolution.

Video link: [https://youtu.be/dHQyHJQ8yal](https://youtu.be/dHQyHJQ8yal)